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Scaling 
Machine Learning 
@ Careem



Careem is the Middle 

East’s leading platform in 

transportation, delivery & 

payments.
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Our presence



What’s hard about scaling 
Machine Learning?



Problem Statement



Problem Statement



Production ML workflow

Prepare Data Code ML 
model

Train & tune 
ML model

Deploy 
trained ML 

model

Make 
predictions

Evaluate ML 
model 

performance

Manage ML 
model lifecycle



Our Challenges

●

●

●



What is CMLP?

●

●

●

●



CMLP today

25+

ML projects live

200+

ML models in production

20M+

Predictions provided 
per day



Step 1: Data Preparation



Data Preparation

pySpark Spark 
SQL

Spark 
Scala

UI & CLI layer



Data Preparation



Step 2: Model Design & Training



Model Training

❏ model.py
❏ feature_engineering.py
❏ requirements.txt

save 
evaluation report

serialize 
the modelmodel_name.pickle



Model Training - code example



Model Training - UI



Model Training - metrics



Step 3: Scheduling Model Training



Training Scheduler - UI



Step 4: Deploying Trained Model



Model Serving

model.pickle
requirements.txt

Backend Client

A/B
Testing

Framework

prediction 
logs

real-time 
aggregated 

features

external 
APIs



Model Serving - canary deployment

Load Balancer

Load Balancer

Load Balancer



Model Serving - UI



Metadata Governance



Metadata Governance



Hyper-Parameter Optimization (HPO)



Hyper-parameter optimization

hyperopt skopt BayesianOptimization

cross-validation



HPO - code examples



HPO - code examples



HPO - code examples



AutoML



AutoML

Generate
Dataset

Logistic Regression

...

SVM

Neural Network

Gradient Boosting

❏ measure various model metrics 
(e.g. ROC AUC, R-squared, etc.)

❏ measure training 
and inference time

persist results



AI use-cases @ Careem



Suggested drop-off locations
Why?

- better user experience
- reduced time to booking
- fewer cancellations

How?
- supervised ML algorithms
- trained on historical trips data
- >200 user, location and time-related 

factors used



Meeting points
Why?
Customer and Captain can't find each other, 

which has a direct impact on:
- cancellation rate
- contact rate
- the actual time of arrival (ATA)

 and indirect impact on:
- retention
- billable availability (BA)
- customer throughput rate (CTP)

How?
- unsupervised ML algorithms
- based on historical data about 

“successful” pickups / drop-offs



Careem NOW - recommendation engine

Why?
- provide personalized experience: 

no burgers for vegetarians
- improve conversion, or secondary 

metrics keeping the conversion 
the same

How?
- collaborative filtering algorithms

trained on historical user’s 
behavior



Moving Forward
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●

●

●

●
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Shukran! Thank you! Shukriya! Merci!


